SPECTRUM TAGS AND LABELS

PRECISE Lubrication
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Elizabeth South, South Australia. 5112

Email us at admin@preciselubrication.com.au
Ph Rob on 0418 836 156
Ph Geoff on 0421 002 520

DESCRIPTION:
Avoid lubricant cross contamination and misapplication with Spectrum tags and labels. The
Spectrum tags and labels provide a simple and fast solution for indentifying lubricants from storage
to point of use. These easy to use, durable colour-coded tags and labels can be used for marking
everything from storage containers and drums, transport containers, hand pumps, filter carts,
transfer carts, dispensing equipment and tools, machinery, lubrication points or anything else you
can think of. Use a felt tip marker, crayon, or Spectrum customized label to mark the tag with your
information. Then simply seal the information beneath the laminate sheet to keep it clean and
legible. The Spectrum labelling system allows you to create customized labels using various colours,
text and optional barcoding for your specific requirements.
We're Here to Help!
All you need to do is supply the information and we’ll do the rest. Email us at
admin@preciselubrication .
Combine Spectrum tags and labels with other Spectrum products for effective lubrication
management from storage to point of use. For more information on Spectrum Visual Lubrication
Management Products email us at admin@preciselubrication
FEATURES:






Ensures the right lubricant goes into the right machine every time
Colour-coded solution for indentifying containers, dispensers, filter carts, equipment,
machinery lubrication points, etc
Durable Spectrum Tags are weather and chemical resistant to withstand the most
demanding indoor and outdoor use
Spectrum Tags are made of durable 1/16" UV inhibited plastic with a tough clear laminate
that withstands acids, caustics, oils, and abrasions
Spectrum Custom Labels can contain up to four lines of information including a barcode

SPECIFICATIONS:
Tag Size
Tag Material

PRECISE Lubrication
PO Box 4086,
Elizabeth South, South Australia. 5112

2"W x 4"H (50mm x 100 mm)
1/16" UV inhibited plastic
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